
 

Portraits and Head Shots 

 
Stylish portraiture 

 

 



2020 Formats and Prices  

Portraits can be taken in my studio CameraWork45 in Felton Northumberland, or at a location of your 

choice, including your own home. There is a small fee for travelling to you. It takes more time to set up 

interior shots in your home or venue of choice unless we’re working in available light. 

The price of a sitting typical varies with the amount of time dedicated to the sitting and then to the 

editing in post-production.  No nasty surprises: sitting and a selection of photos delivered to you 

electronically, ready to use are included in the price. Please note that conditions and extra fees may 

apply for extensive corporate use.  

All photos receive basic retouching and look great at standard viewing sizes. Further retouching can be 

requested for larger prints and depending on what you’re trying to achieve. 

Travel: 

Northumberland, Berwick, Alnwick, Morpeth, Newcastle, Tyne and Wear, Durham and the Borders 

Wedding Photography 

 

Types of Portraits 

Head Shots 

Head shots are typically used on social media, in brochures and on prints to show your professional 

persona. They can be formal or relaxed depending on your intention. They are often taken on a neutral 

studio-type background .  It’s ideal to wear something without a pattern and of a colour that contrasts 

nicely with your skin. 



 

Portraits 

Portraits are evenmore personal than head shots. They can be captured in or out of the studio, be posed 

or spontaneous, framed tightly or capture you in a meaningful environment and/or activity. More time 

is needed to deepen the rapport between you and the photographer and to experiment with different 

approaches. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

a creative approach to portraiture 

 



 

Depending on your project, more than essential retouching may be needed. 

 

Couple portraits and family portraits 

Ideally you want something relaxed that gives a  flavour of the relationship.  You don’t have to limit 

yourself to one pose.  And the opportunnity can be used to capture individual portraits and headshots. 

 

 



Discuss styling options with me 

 

A word about younger children in and out of the studio 

When safe and happy, very young people are more likely to present naturally. A studio can be 

intimidating. This can trigger a refusal to pose for the camera.  Some young people may need special 

arrangements, for example a pre-visit to acquaint themselves with the studio environment. 

 

 

 



 



 

 

 



 

 



Special Photography Portrait Projects 

You may need one or more portrait for a special project, such as creating content for a music album or a 

brochure to present your work.  You’ll need a clear idea of your needs, including publishing rights, to 

establish an initial quote. 

 

An example of a page from ‘Border Lines’ Album, Music, Lyrics and Interpretation by Andrew Lobb, 

that I created in collaboration with Charlotte Lobb. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Christophe Chevaugeon Portrait Photographer 

www.chrischevphotographer.com   

07584372639           01670787076 

+447584372639      +441670787076 

chrischevphotographer@gmail.com 

  or 

CameraWork45@gmail.com 

Christophe Chevaugeon Portrait Photography 

a service of frogfoto.com 

copyrights apply 

 

prices subject to change 
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